In this remarkably accessible, concise, and engaging introduction to moral philosophy, Steven M. Cahn brings together a rich, balanced, and wide-ranging collection of fifty readings on ethical theory and contemporary moral issues. He has carefully edited all the articles to ensure that they will be exceptionally clear and understandable to undergraduate students. The selections are organized into three parts—Challenges to Morality, Moral Theories, and Moral Problems—providing instructors with flexibility in designing and teaching a variety of ethics courses. Each reading is followed by study questions. The third edition of Exploring Ethics provides more coverage of contemporary problems, featuring new selections on euthanasia, capital punishment, animal rights, affirmative action, academic ethics, the trolley problem, and the meaning of life. A Companion Website at www.oup.com/us/cahn offers a password-protected Instructor's Manual—containing a test bank, key terms with definitions, reading summaries, and PowerPoint lectures—and self-quizzes, vocabulary flashcards, and useful links for students.
introduction to philosophy. In this unique volume, Steven M. Cahn brings together.

Exploring Ethics A Traveller's Tale, Brenda Almond, May 8, 1998, Philosophy, 259 pages. This volume is a lively, wide-ranging introduction to ethics. It provides accessible coverage of the main ethical theories which offer the basis for an exploration of key.

Basic Ethics, Michael Boylan, 2000, Philosophy, 210 pages. Examines major moral theories from the worldview perspective, teaching readers the major tenets of the principal moral theories, and the controversies that surround them, as.

Ethics History, Theory, and Contemporary Issues, Steven M. Cahn, Peter J. Markie, 2002, Philosophy, 883 pages. The most comprehensive collection of its kind, Ethics: History, Theory, and Contemporary Issues, 2/e is organized into three sections, providing instructors with flexibility in.
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Steven M. Cahn 0199946582, 9780199946587 An Introduction to Aristotle’s Ethics Books I-IV (book X. Ch. VI.-IX. in an Appendix) by the Rev. Edward Moore, B.D., Principal of S. Edmund Hall, Oxford, and Late Fellow and Tutor of Queen’s College, Edward Moore, 1871, 318 pages

This book is aimed at employers, managers and staff concerned about violence towards social workers. It provides background information and guidance on working together to.
Letters from Canada with numerous illustrations, 1863, Canada, 83 pages

The Three Little Pigs, Dev Ross, 1998, Juvenile Nonfiction, 42 pages. A humorous retelling of the classic story recounts the fatal episodes in the lives of two foolish pigs and how the third pig managed to avoid the same fate.
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Potpourri, Morris Inch, 2008, Religion, 168 pages. The writer brings to bear virtually the experience of a lifetime to address three critical concerns: Common Sense and the Conspiracies, Covenant Echoes, and Amos Still Speaks Prepare to Prosper Moving from the Land of Lack to the Land of Plenty, Joyce Meyer, Dec 14, 2008, Religion, 72 pages. How Can You Come into New Levels of Prosperity? Many Christians have given their time and money for the sake of the Gospel. Some have given for years without seeing their own
Fireflies, Sylvia A. Johnson, 1986, Juvenile Nonfiction, 47 pages. Very Good, No Highlights or Markup, all pages are intact.

100 Bible Stories, 100 Bible Songs, Stephen Elkins, Mar 1, 2005, Juvenile Nonfiction, 208 pages. 100 Bible Stories will soon be hidden in your child's heart and bursting out in song. From Genesis and Revelation to Psalms, Proverbs, and Jesus' parables, children will read...
The Romances of Dumas, Volume 23, Alexandre Dumas, 1904
Scandal in Eden A Novel, Garet Rogers (pseud.), 1963, 381 pages
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How to Art Direct, Laurence K. Withers, 1991, Art, 148 pages
Adventures in the solar system Planetron and me, Geoffrey T. Williams, Dennis F. Regan, Feb 28, 1986, Juvenile Fiction, 64 pages.
A young boy takes a voyage through the solar system aboard a space ship and learns about the sun, planets, moons, and asteroids Wheel-thrown Pottery, Bill Van Gilder, Cara Biasucci, 2006, Crafts & Hobbies, 176 pages. Beginners can try hand building, and progress onto the fundamentals of wheel-throwing. They'll get expert tips on shaping spouts, handles and feet; adding texture, color, and The most important work on Confucian religion, ethics, and spirituality ever to appear. Several books have been written revealing how secret societies are entwined with Western governments, state intelligence, law enforcement, and judiciaries. Only a handful. In this gift-size book, Cameron shares beautiful prayers of empowerment followed by potent declarations on the nature of creativity that extend beyond affirmations to.
Thigh High, Christina Dodd, Mar 4, 2008, Fiction, 400 pages. Nessa Dahl always had the good sense to steer clear of trouble. Then Jeremiah MacNaught showed up in New Orleans, determined to get to the bottom of a string of bank robberies.
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Confronting capitalism dispatches from a global movement, Eddie Yuen, Daniel Burton-Rose, George N. Katsiaficas, Apr 3, 2004, Business & Economics, 410 pages. An introduction to anti-globalization activities discusses such events as the 1999 uprising against the World Trade Organization, linking such protests to other uprisings in Code of Federal Regulations, Title 40, Protection of Environment, Parts 85-86 (Sec. 86.599-99), Revised as of July 1, 2009, Oct 27, 2009, Law, 833 pages

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exploring_Ethics_An_Introductory_Anthology
This handbook is the definitive, comprehensive reference for long-term care administration. It provides new ideas, proven approaches, & practical suggestions for every aspect.

Content is organized within 12 thematic units, including Everyday Language, People, Housing, Food and Recreation. Each unit starts with an Intro page (new to this edition) and 0199946582, 9780199946587
How They Became the Beatles: A Definitive History of the Early Years, 1960-1964, Gareth L. Pawlowski, 1989, Rock music, 208 pages. Traces the beginnings of the world’s most influential rock-and-roll band, drawing almost entirely upon never-before-seen photographs—some undeveloped since 1960—to chronicle...
Everything Is Possible with God Understanding the Six Phases of Faith, Rick Warren, Nov 1, 2010, Religion, 71 pages. How’s your faith? Is it strong or weak? Is it steady or stretched? It’s an important question, because there’s a lot riding on your answer. More importantly, would you like...
The Forgotten People, Sam Barringer, Feb 13, 2014, Fiction. The Forgotten People takes place in present day and is about what could happen. It is based upon actual events of our history from Biblical times to present day, mostly...
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The Way We Were How Southern Baptist Theology Has Changed and what it Means to Us All, Fisher Humphreys, Jan 1, 2002, Religion, 145 pages. The Way We Were is a book about the theological dimensions of the controversy that shook the foundations of the Southern Baptist Convention during the decades of the 80s and
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Economic Impact Reports for Road Schemes, Campaign to Protect Rural England, Dec 1, 2003, 20 pages
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Discus Fish, Thomas A. Giovanetti, Matthew M. Vriends, 1991, Pets, 80 pages. Barron's Complete Pet Owner's Manuals for aquarium owners are profusely illustrated with full-color photos and instructive, high-quality line art. These books are written in Technoscience in Progress. Managing the Uncertainty of Nanotechnology, S. Arnaldi, A. Lorenzet, F. Russo, Jul 29, 2009, Science, 160 pages. Nanotechnology seems to escape boundaries and definitions. This title adds to the collective effort of charting the multiple and heterogeneous dimensions that characterize Simplicity's quick & easy sewing for the home Windows, Simplicity Pattern Co, 1997, Crafts & Hobbies, 128 pages. Provides instructions for creating different styles of window treatments, including valances, swoops and swags, shades, curtains, and drapes Surveys the life of Harriet Tubman, who spent her childhood in slavery and later worked to help other slaves escape north to freedom through the Underground Railroad. Jeffrey Liker first revealed the management principles Toyota's worldwide reputation for quality and reliability in the international bestseller The Toyota Way. Now, he and.
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Medical direction in long term care a clinical and administrative guide, Steven A. Levenson, 1988, Medical, 479 pages

Prophecies, Lawrence Tyler, 1990, 107 pages
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The AKC's world of the pure-bred dog, Duncan Barnes, Nov 1, 1987, Nature, 344 pages. Shows different breeds of dogs, discusses various types of dog shows and field trials, and looks at dogs in art and literature.


The Battle of Midway: The Naval Institute Guide to the U.S. Navy's Greatest Victory, Thomas Hone, Jun 1, 2013, History, 384 pages. The best way for today's sailors to learn about a battle is from those who fought it. The Battle of Midway, commemorated annually in the U.S. Navy, warrants close attention.

Neuroprotective Agents 3rd International Conference, William Slikker, Bruce Trembly, 1997, Medical, 438 pages
'Gentlemen, the Bismarck Has Been Sunk,' Eryk K. S. Sopocko, 1942, World War, 1939-1945, 93 pages

Oil Policy During the 80's: Hidden Dangers and Golden Opportunities, Stanford University. Energy Modeling Forum, John Weyant, David Kline, 1982, 44 pages

Rachel's Challenge A Columbine Legacy, Jeff Keuss, Lia Sloth, 2006, Juvenile Nonfiction, 44 pages. Presents the true story of how one Columbine student led a life of courage, generosity, and unshakeable faith, and teaches young readers the importance of practicing compassion. Jerome Bruner argues that the cognitive revolution, with its current fixation on mind as "information processor;" has led psychology away from the deeper objective of.
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High-tech Harassment How to Get Even with Anybody Anytime, Scott French, 1997, Political Science, 149 pages
The evolution of civilizations an introduction to historical analysis, Carroll Quigley, 1979, History, 442 pages. Carroll Quigley was a legendary teacher at the Georgetown School of Foreign Service. His course on the history of civilization was extraordinary in its scope and in its impact
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Immigration Fundamentals A Guide to Law and Practice, Austin T. Fragomen, Steven C. Bell, 1996, Law, 1435 pages. The scope of the current law makes this guide an essential tool for every practitioner advising clients in this field. It is comprehensive, authoritative and practical. As the number and size of nonprofit organizations continues to grow, NFPs are coming under ever-increasing government scrutiny. Soon Congress will require that nonprofits. From New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller Lisa Renee Jones, this hot new erotic story is the first installment of entries from Rebecca’s Lost Journals. Connected to the. This companion volume to the bestselling “The View From Mount Calvary” shows readers how we are never far from encountering the lordship of Christ, no matter where we are in.
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The Blatant Truth: 50 Ways to Sales Success, Adrian Miller, 2007, Sales promotion, 144 pages
The Brave Little Tailor A Retelling of the Grimm's Fairy Tale, Eric Blair, Jul 1, 2010, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. An easy-to-read retelling of the classic tale of a tailor whose boast about killing seven flies at one blow leads him to even greater feats
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Managerial Economics
The Mind of Mahatma Gandhi , Mahatma Gandhi, 1946, Biography & Autobiography, 226 pages

Prince of Persia, A. B. Sina, Jordan Mechner, Sep 2, 2008, Comics & Graphic Novels, 190 pages. In different centuries of historic Persia, two princes despair over the corruption in their worlds, and as everything they believe in begins to fade, the princes find that only

Cases and materials on the death penalty, Nina Rivkind, Steven F. Shatz, Apr 15, 2001, Law, 849 pages

The Golden Gate Bridge, Susan Ashley, Dec 1, 2003, Juvenile Nonfiction, 24 pages. An introduction to the history and building of one of the world's longest bridges.
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